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We demonstrate and characterize two coherent phenomena that can mitigate the effects of laser
phase noise for Electromagnetically Induced Transparency (EIT): a laser-power-broadening-resistant
resonance in the transmitted intensity cross-correlation between EIT optical fields; and a resonant
suppression of the conversion of laser phase noise to intensity noise when one-photon noise dominates
over two-photon-detuning noise. Our experimental observations are in good agreement with both
an intuitive physical picture and numerical calculations. The results have wide-ranging applications
to spectroscopy, atomic clocks and magnetometers.

PACS numbers: 42.50.Gy, 32.70.Jz, 42.50.Md

When a laser interacts with a resonant medium, phase
noise in the laser’s optical field can be converted to in-
tensity noise [1]. For Electromagnetically Induced Trans-
parency (EIT) in atomic and other systems [2], such
deleterious noise conversion is of great interest because
of the wide application of EIT in atomic clocks [3, 4],
magnetometers [5], quantum optics [6, 7] and quantum
communications [8–10]. Laser phase-noise-to-intensity-
noise conversion in the absence of atomic ground state
coherence and its role in atomic-clock instability [1, 11–
13] and the effect of laser phase-noise on photon-photon
correlations in atomic vapor cells [6, 7] have been stud-
ied previously. However, the role of EIT coherence in
noise processes remains to be understood. In this Let-
ter, we demonstrate and present intuitive models for two
coherent noise phenomena, that can mitigate the con-
version of laser phase noise to intensity noise in EIT
media: (i) a laser-power-broadening-resistant resonance
observed in intensity cross-correlations between the two
EIT optical fields; and (ii) resonant suppression of phase-
noise-to-intensity-noise conversion, which occurs when
one-photon noise (driven by laser phase noise) dominates
two-photon-detuning noise. We find good agreement be-
tween our experimental and theoretical investigations of
these two coherent phenomena, which should enable im-
proved EIT measurements with realistic (noisy) lasers in
a wide variety of systems.

In our experiments, we used warm 87Rb vapor for stud-
ies of both Zeeman EIT with degenerate ground states
and hyperfine EIT with ground electronic states split
by ' 6.8 GHz. To observe EIT, we employed a Ver-
tical Cavity Surface Emitting Laser (VCSEL) operat-
ing on the 87Rb D1 line (795 nm) with a linewidth of
100 MHz, chosen for compatibility with real-world CPT
atomic clocks [12] and magnetometers. The large phase-
noise bandwidth allows us to neglect other noise sources

such as laser intensity noise and polarization noise. For
Zeeman EIT, we used the 5S1/2, F = 2 to 5P1/2, F

′ = 1
transition; for hyperfine EIT, we used the 5S1/2, F = 1, 2
to 5P1/2, F

′ = 2 transition. The VCSEL was stabilized to
a Dichroic Atomic Vapor Laser Lock [14]. We used vapor
cells containing isotopically-enriched 87Rb and heated to
40◦ C, with a Ne buffer gas of either 2 Torr or 40 Torr.
The optical path through the vapor cell was less than
one absorption length, suppressing propagation effects
and simplifying comparisons between measurements and
models. The vapor cell was housed in high-permeability
magnetic shielding to screen external magnetic fields; a
homogeneous magnetic field was applied as necessary by
an internal solenoid. For Zeeman EIT, a linearly po-
larized, monochromatic optical field was sent into the
atomic medium. At the output, a quarter-wave plate
and a polarizing beam splitter separated the circularly
polarized components of the transmitted light. For each
two-photon detuning, we recorded the AC transmission
for ∼200 µs (longer times produced the same result) of
the two polarizations and calculated g2(0) as defined be-
low. For hyperfine EIT, we modulated the VCSEL at
3.42 GHz, half the ground state hyperfine splitting, using
a low-noise RF synthesizer; the ±1 sidebands formed the
two EIT fields coupling the two hyperfine ground states.
The polarization of the input optical fields was circular-
ized using a quarter-wave plate, and the total transmitted
power through the atomic medium was detected.

First, we discuss the power-broadening-resistant res-
onance observed in intensity cross-correlations of the
two transmitted EIT optical fields, first observed in [6].
We find that the resonance lineshape has a dual struc-
ture containing power-broadened and power-independent
components as shown in Fig. 1. The narrow central peak
in the cross-correlation spectrum lies within a broader
structure and has a linewidth approximately equal to
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the intrinsic decay rate of the ground state coherence,
while the broader structure exhibits typical power broad-
ening, as can be understood from an intuitive dark state
model below. Here the cross-correlation is defined by
g(2)(0) ≡ 〈δI1(t)δI2(t)〉/

√
〈(δI1)2〉〈(δI2)2〉, where δI1,2

are the intensity fluctuations of the two EIT fields at the
output of the vapor cell. Positive (negative) g(2)(0) indi-
cates correlation (anti-correlation) between fluctuations
in the two transmitted field intensities.

A simple theoretical model captures the relevant
physics of these intensity cross-correlation measurements.
For an optically thin Λ-system with ground states |a〉, |b〉
and excited state |e〉, g(2)(0) is given by [6]:

g(2)(0) =
〈Im(δρea) Im(δρeb)〉√

〈(Im(δρea))2〉〈( Im(δρeb))2〉
. (1)

Here 〈 〉 represents an average over input field fluctu-
ations; and Im (δρea) and Im (δρeb) are the imaginary
components of fluctuations away from steady state of the
atomic density matrix elements corresponding to the op-
tical coherences. In the dark-state basis, the numerator
of Eq. (1), which determines the sign of g(2)(0), can be
rewritten as

G(2)(0) = 〈(Im(δρe+))2〉 − 〈(Im(δρe−))2〉, (2)

i.e., as the difference of the mean square of the optical co-
herence fluctuations involving the bright (|+〉) and dark
(|−〉) states defined as |±〉 = (Ω1,2|a〉±Ω2,1|b〉)/Ω, where
Ω1,2 are the complex Rabi frequencies for |a, b〉 → |e〉
transitions and Ω is the total two-photon Rabi frequency.

We modeled the dynamics in this simplified three-level
Λ-system using a Hamiltonian expressed in the dark state
basis:

H = Ω|e〉〈+|+ ∆|+〉〈−| − δ|e〉〈e|+ H. C., (3)

where δ and ∆ are the one- and two-photon detun-
ings, and H. C. represents the Hermetian conjugate. We
included phenomenological damping terms for atomic
excited-state and intrinsic ground-state relaxation, with
relaxation rates γ and Γ, respectively. Three processes
are present in this model: (i) the bright state is coupled
to the excited state by the laser fields, incoherently opti-
cally pumping atoms into the dark state at a rate Ω2/γ;
(ii) the dark state |−〉 and bright state |+〉 are coher-
ently coupled at a rate given by the two photon detuning
∆; and (iii) the dark and bright states are incoherently
coupled at rate Γ.

The sign of G(2)(0) can be evaluated from the optical
coherences in Eq. (2). The zeros of G(2)(0) then provide
an estimate of the width of the cross-correlation reso-
nance (see Fig. 1). Because there is no direct coherent
coupling between |e〉 and |−〉, the ρe− coherence can only
be non-zero if coherence is established between the |+〉
and |−〉 states. Such ground state coherence (ρ+−) is cre-
ated from a population difference between the dark and
bright states at a rate proportional to the two-photon

FIG. 1: Cross-correlation in the transmitted intensity fluctu-
ations of Zeeman EIT vs. two-photon detuning as measured
(symbols) and calculated (lines). In (a) regions I-III of corre-
lation, anti-correlation and return to correlation described in
the text are visible, while (b) shows the central region of (a)
near zero two-photon detuning. The linewidth of the central
peak is approximately the same for 60 and 100 µW data, and
broader for 153 µW data which was taken at higher magnetic
gradient, showing that intrinsic decoherence determines the
narrow resonance width. Only negative detuning is shown, as
the experimental results are symmetric with two-photon de-
tuning. 2 Torr Ne buffer gas and 3 mm laser beam diameter.
In the calculation, an intrinsic decay rate of ≈ 2π × 100 Hz
was used for all laser powers.

detuning ∆. When |∆| � Γ � Ω2/γ, atoms remain al-
most entirely in the dark state as decoherence suppresses
ρ+− and hence ρe−, and from Eq. 2 leads to positive
correlations between the intensity of the two transmit-
ted EIT optical fields (see region I of Fig. 1). When
Γ < |∆| � Ω2/γ, dark state population dominates over
bright state population and it drives the ρ+− coherence
faster than it decoheres. This allows ρe− to dominate
ρe+, leading to anti-correlations in the transmitted field
intensities (region II of Fig. 1). The cross-over between
region I and II sets the width of the narrow central peak
and occurs for ∆ ≈ Γ, which is independent of laser
power. For |∆| > Ω2/γ � Γ, the atomic population
oscillates between the bright and dark states faster than
optical pumping repopulates the dark state, which re-
duces the rate at which ρ+− is produced, and hence re-
turns the system to a positive G(2)(0) (region III).

Fig. 1 shows example cross-correlation (g(2)(0)) data
for Zeeman EIT. Regions I through III described above
are clearly seen, with the transition from region I to II
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FIG. 2: (a) Measured noise spectra of total transmitted power
for hyperfine EIT. Two-photon detunings of (i) 1 kHz, (ii) 10
kHz, (iii) 50 kHz, and (iv) 80 kHz. (b) Dip center frequencies
vs. two-photon detuning (symbols); line represents dip center
= detuning. (c) Widths of dips and EIT resonances are equal
at all input laser powers. (Two-photon detuning = 50 kHz.)
Laser power ≈ 170 µW for plots (a) and (b). 0.85 mm beam
size and 2 Torr Ne buffer gas for (a-c).

determining the width of the power-broadening-resistant
resonance. A low buffer gas pressure Rb vapor cell (2
Torr Ne) was used in the measurements shown in Fig.
1 to reduce pressure broadening and hence effects from
the second excited state [15]. The measured half width at
half maximum of the central peak of the cross-correlation
resonance is ≈ 100 Hz for all laser power (Fig. 1b),
which is consistent with the extrapolated zero-power EIT
linewidth for this system, and is limited by residual mag-
netic field inhomogeneity as shown by the slight broad-
ening of the 153 µW data under larger field gradient
than the other two laser powers; whereas the conven-
tional, power-broadened EIT linewidth is much greater.
These measurements demonstrate that the central cross-
correlation peak is immune to power-broadening. Note
that for lower laser power, insufficient to optically pump
atoms into the dark state, complete anti-correlation be-
tween the transmitted field intensities is not reached,
which is consistent with the picture presented above. An
analytical model using above analysis and phenomeno-
logically including the coherent return of atoms [16] to
the laser beam reproduces the observed cross-correlation
results (lines in Fig. 1), and will be presented elsewhere.

Potential applications of the power-broadening-
resistant g(2)(0) resonance include measure of the in-
trinsic decoherence rate even with high laser power, and
atomic clocks and magnetometers for which there is of-
ten a trade-off between a narrow resonance and sufficient
signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) because of power broadening.
While the data reported above relies upon Zeeman EIT,
the analysis is for a general three-level system and there-
fore is applicable to hyperfine EIT and atomic clocks.
Using data shown in Fig. 1, and generalizing to orthog-
onal linear polarization hyperfine EIT [17], we estimate
the stability to be 3×10−11τ−1/2, comparable to current
CPT clock performance [18]. This stability can be fur-
ther improved for the cross-correlation resonance with in-

creased laser power which allows for higher SNR without
broadening the resonance, potentially enabling a superior
atomic reference.

Next, we discuss the second topic of this paper: the res-
onant suppression of laser phase-noise-to-intensity-noise
conversion in EIT media, governed by the relative impor-
tance of one-photon and two-photon-detuning noise. Fig-
ure 2(a) shows examples of measured intensity noise spec-
tra for hyperfine EIT at several two-photon detunings (2
Torr Ne buffer gas, 170 µW laser power). In each case,
the intensity noise drops at a Fourier frequency equal
to the two-photon detuning (Fig. 2[b]), with a linewidth
equal to the EIT linewidth (Fig. 2[c]) and a lineshape
determined by diffusion of atomic coherence in and out
of the laser beam [16]. Numerical analysis indicates that
the reduced intensity noise near two-photon resonance
results from phase correlations between the two EIT op-
tical fields [19]. When the fields’ two-photon detuning,
∆, is nonzero but much smaller than the excited state
linewidth or the laser linewidth, Fourier components of
phase fluctuations in one optical field that are offset by ∆
from that field’s central frequency will form EIT with the
other optical field; this EIT will suppress absorption and
conversion of laser phase noise to intensity noise within
the EIT linewidth.

This observed resonant drop in laser phase-noise-to-
intensity-noise conversion for an EIT system is in strik-
ing contrast to the enhanced intensity noise observed be-
fore [4, 20]. The qualitatively different behavior in the
two cases can be understood by noting that the effect of
laser phase noise in a two-level system is analogous to
two-photon-detuning noise in EIT. We find experimen-
tally that either a resonant peak or dip can appear in
EIT intensity noise spectra, determined by the relative
importance of one-photon noise (arising from laser phase
noise) and two-photon-detuning noise (due to phase noise
in the RF signal used to modulate the laser for hyperfine
EIT, or magnetic field noise for Zeeman EIT [21]). In
particular, when an EIT system is subjected to sufficient
two-photon-detuning noise, the EIT phase correlations
arising from laser phase noise are destroyed, and the res-
onant dip in the intensity noise spectrum is transformed
into a noise peak.

We performed two experiments to illustrate the im-
portance for EIT noise spectra of the relative magni-
tude of one-photon noise and two-photon-detuning noise.
First we measured hyperfine EIT noise spectra in a 2
Torr Ne buffer gas cell, which had significant one-photon
noise induced by the VCSEL’s phase noise, but small
two-photon-detuning noise (-95 dBc/Hz at 10 kHz offset
from the 3.42 GHz signal modulating the VCSEL). With
this set-up, we found a dip in the EIT intensity noise
spectrum (Fig. 3[a], curve [i]). With sufficient added
phase noise to bring the two-photon-detuning noise to
dominance (-75 dBc/Hz at 10 kHz offset), conventional
EIT for the transmitted fields was unaffected, but the
noise dip was transformed into a peak (Fig. 3[a], curve
[ii]). Next we employed a high pressure buffer gas cell
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FIG. 3: (a-b) Measured transition between resonant suppres-
sion (i) and enhancement (ii) of laser phase-noise-to-intensity-
noise conversion in hyperfine EIT. (See text for experimen-
tal details.) (c) Examples of calculated noise spectra for no
two-photon phase noise (dip) and extra phase noise (peak) at
∆ = 50 kHz.

(40 Torr Ne), which broadened the one-photon resonance
linewidth and hence reduced the conversion of laser phase
noise to one-photon intensity noise [22], such that two-
photon-detuning noise dominated without adding extra
noise to the RF modulation signal. With this set-up, we
observed a noise peak for hyperfine EIT on one-photon
resonance (Fig. 3[b], curve [i]). A noise dip re-emerged
by detuning the laser from one-photon resonance by less
than half a linewidth, which increased the conversion
of laser phase noise to one-photon intensity noise, so
that it dominated the effect of two-photon-detuning noise
(Fig. 3[b], curve [ii]). Our numerical modeling agrees
with the observed EIT noise spectra described above
(Fig. 3[c]): noise spectra peaks and dips are found at
a Fourier frequency equal to the two-photon detuning;
dips always appear in the absence of two-photon detun-
ing noise, while peaks appear when sufficient two-photon
detuning noise is added. Model lineshapes are Lorentzian
instead of exhibiting the sharper structure of experimen-
tal data due to lack of coherence return in the simple
model. A small offset of the observed peak and dip lo-

cation may be attributed to the sloped underlying inten-
sity noise background determined by phase noise spec-
tra of the laser and the synthesizer and their frequency-
dependent conversion into laser intensity noise, which ne-
cessitates further investigation.

These results show that transmitted intensity noise
spectra can be used as a broadband measure of EIT res-
onance location without scanning the two-photon detun-
ing. The location and linewidth of the noise dip or peak
indicates the EIT resonance frequency and linewidth di-
rectly. In addition, the noise peak or dip is detectable
for two-photon detunings much greater than the narrow
EIT linewidth. Combining these noise spectra techniques
with a broadband laser source could provide extremely
broadband coverage [23]. Off-resonant detection of the
two-photon EIT resonance via noise spectra could also
be used in sensing or imaging applications where other
resonant effects (e.g., absorption) are of concern. Addi-
tionally, we note the possibility that input laser phase
noise could serve as a seed field to amplify quantum fluc-
tuations in an EIT medium and thereby enable improved
noise spectroscopy [24]. Finally, this technique has broad
applicability due to the simple nature of its coupling of
laser noise to the evolution of ground state coherence. As
such this technique should be applicable to many coher-
ent media including EIT in rare-earth doped crystals and
color centers in diamond.

In conclusion, we demonstrated and characterized two
coherent phenomena associated with EIT and laser phase
noise: a laser-power-broadening-resistant resonance in
the transmitted intensity cross-correlation of EIT opti-
cal fields; and resonant suppression or enhancement of
laser phase-noise-to-intensity-noise conversion, governed
by the relative magnitude of one-photon noise and two-
photon-detuning noise. The present results may en-
able improved EIT measurements with realistic (noisy)
lasers, and hence be useful for applications such as atomic
clocks, magnetometers, quantum optics and imaging.
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